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Businesses need the advantage of a company, such as, Dynamsoft Corporation that understands
the challenge of technology in today's competitive environment. The company is experienced,
skilled and provides tried and true software solutions to their clients to ensure that the customer
operates at its maximum productivity and receives rapid growth.

The services Dynamsoft offers are utilized by many Fortune 500 Companies, such as, Siemens,
Intel, IBM and HP, who trust and depend on Dynamsoft for TWAIN scanning SDK development and
version control solutions.

The mission of the company is to provide the most revolutionary software products to ensure that
the needs of each of their customers are met. Dynamsoft is research and development driven, the
professionals within the company strive to ensure that they have the highest quality, most advanced
products in the industry, which ensure the company and their clients with a competitive edge.

Dynamsoft offers friendly and efficient customer service, which is outstanding and dedicated to
provide the best solution to meet the needs of the customer.

Products offered by Dynamsoft include SourceAnywhere: which provides fast and secure web
access feature to VSS. This is a VSS add-on in C/S architecture, VSS style UI and work mode, and
with VSS database as the backend. Others are SourceAnywhere hosted and standalone, SCM
Anywhere hosted and standalone, Issue Tracking Anywhere, Dynamic Web TWAIN, and Dynamic
.NET TWAIN.

The company offers specifically optimized TWAIN scanning SDK for web applications, with many
great features that streamline the process. Three editions of Dynamic Web TWAIN are offered
which include Mac Edition, Plugin Edition and Active X Edition.

Dynamsoft is an associate member of TWAIN working group. It reviews and contributes to the
working draft versions of TWAIN specifications and the toolkit.

For more information regarding their version control and TWAIN scanning solutions, their website is
available with a tremendous amount of information. For those that are interested, there are also
online, live help, sample code and more.

Dynamsoft is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, and one that is highly respected in the industry.
Dynamsoft is a solution provider and one that helps companies to excel, as their needs are met with
advanced technological business solutions.

With the experience to further companies at all levels, Dynamsoft is a dynamic center that provides
many companies with the level of quality they require.

For more information or to access their free downloads, business owners can visit their site at
www.dynamsoft.com. The company is making the difference in many businesses with high quality,
advanced solutions and services and has helped companies of all size.
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